a short
introduction to
We promise commercially relevant advice direct
from a partner. We achieve this through a
groundbreaking business model with economies
derived from technology.
We are a chambers practice: a team of senior solicitors
with a background in leading commercial firms. Our
offices are in London EC2 and Bristol. Having developed
an efficient structure in which experienced lawyers advise
in person, we can offer a higher level of service with
greater creativity and value than traditional firms.

We now have a substantial UK and international client
base, ranging from startups to PLCs. We have
developed this practice by adopting a distinctive style
of advising and a unique firm model, aimed at clients
who are seeking an alternative to the traditional
solicitors’ approach.

Timeline

Four promises to clients

Temple Bright was established in Bristol by two founders in
March 2010. Not long after our second birthday, we had
grown to fifteen partners. In October 2012 we won
Regional Law Firm of the Year, beating a number of larger
and more established firms. On our third birthday in March
2013, we opened our London office in Tech City.

We started with a blank sheet to answer the question
“What do clients like least about using lawyers?”
Poor quality advice, high and open-ended fees,
delegation to juniors and inaccessible partners are
common complaints as solicitors’ firms have grown.

We therefore set out the four promises to clients which are
found on our website:
• We provide City quality advice to growing businesses.

The combination of our technological efficiencies and
expert senior lawyers leads to a more focused and
commercial service.

• Our fees are reasonable with no surprises.

Our expertise

• We promise attention from your regular senior lawyer.

Temple Bright handles core commercial work and complex
projects. We believe nearly all legal work is done better by
a tight knit team of partners without delegation.

• We are accessible and responsive.
We have been able to keep these promises through the use
of cost saving technology and a fresh business model, which
we see as vital to keeping our clients happy as our own
business grows.

The “chambers practice” model
We recruit only senior lawyers, typically recognised as
leaders in their field by the professional directories. Each
partner has autonomy over their practice. The firm does
not rely on junior lawyers charging at high rates to inflate
partner profits. Our structure derives its name from the
barristers’ chambers and ensures that experienced
lawyers work on all aspects of our clients’ affairs.
However, amidst such innovation the chambers practice
retains certain positive features of the traditional law firm
model. In particular, our lawyers share clients and work
from our offices in teams, bringing the multi-disciplinary
expertise required for many transactions. We have
fostered a collegiate firm culture with high standards and
a distinctive way of working.

www.templebright.com
@Temple_Bright

We advise on Corporate, Commercial, Real Estate,
Dispute Resolution, IP & Technology, Employment,
Construction & Engineering, Planning, Insolvency &
Turnaround, Pensions, Media & Entertainment, Banking
and Tax. We can also recommend trusted specialists in
other fields.
We have particular experience in a range of industry
sectors. We apply this experience to help you tackle the
real, practical issues affecting your business.

To learn more
Temple Bright’s website includes partner profiles, a
comprehensive description of our practice areas and
sector focus, short films, recent firm news and links to
maps of our office locations.
London office

Bristol office

81 Rivington Street
London EC2A 3AY
+44 (0) 20 7139 8200
london@templebright.com

29 Great George Street
Bristol BS1 5QT
+44 (0) 117 325 2101
bristol@templebright.com

